
 

Clare Louise Hair 

 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/ 

Use code CARLA10 for discount on ALL items at Clare Louise Hair. 

Recommended Dollsheads: 

For styling: Competition OMC Dollsheads from Limage  

Elena and Raphaela are similar and both great for styling hair. I recommend Blonde hair for styling as 

it picks up styles better in photographs than darker hair. 

ELENA: 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-competition-heads-omc/products/mannequin-

head-elena-omc-50-cm-20-inch-european-human-hair-platinum-blond 

RAPHAELA: 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-competition-heads-omc/products/limage-

mannequin-head-louisa-omc-60-cm-24-inch-european-human-hair-platinum-blonde 

Gigi and Louisa has A LOT of hair and is a lot longer 

LOUISA: 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-competition-heads-omc/products/limage-

mannequin-head-louisa-omc-60-cm-24-inch-european-human-hair-platinum-blonde 

GIGI: 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-competition-heads-omc/products/limage-

mannequin-head-gigi 

For cutting: training Limage Dollsheads 

I recommend darker hair for hair cutting as it shows cuts better than blonde hair. Julia has shorter 

hair than Lisa so depending on how much you are cutting depends on which length to go with  

JULIA:  

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-training-mannequins/products/mannequin-

head-julia-available-in-may 

Otherwise:  

LISA: 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/limage-training-mannequins/products/mannequin-

head-lisa-50-cm-20-inch-chinese-human-hair-dark-blond 
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ZUCA Products: 

I use the Zuca Backpack for my hairstyling products and tools. 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/artist-backpack/products/zuca-artist-backpack 

 

I use the Skipper Artist bag for my airbrush kit and equipment 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/artist-backpack/products/zuca-skipper-artist 

 

For my makeup products I have the Pro Artist wheelie travel bag. 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/pro-artist/products/zuca-pro-artist-black-black  

 

YS PARK Brushes and Combs 

I love the YS Park 150 backcombing tail comb. It is one of my favourites in my kit for styling. 

ClareLouiseHair - YS Park 150 Backcombing Tail Comb - YS Park -... 

And also the YS Park 103 Pin Tail comb  

ClareLouiseHair - YS Park 102 Pin Tail Comb - YS Park - The ba... 

 

Vellen Hair 

I love these blow drying brushes. They are ceramic which means they reduce frizz and give the hair a 

lovely shine  when blowing. They are come in 2 colours- black and a turquoise.  

ClareLouiseHair - VELLEN HAIR CERAMIC/IONIC ROUND HAIRBRUSH SET ... 

 

WEAVE IT 

I use this little tool a lot to weave pieces into hairstyles. Highly recommend this. 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/weaveit/products/weave-it-short-weave 

 

TAPE IT 

This is tape for the hair and bonds to itself only and is secure. 

https://www.clarelouisehair.com/collections/tape-it-ultimate-hair-tape 

 

Please note that some of these links above may contain affiliate links which could mean I earn a 

commission on anything you purchase at no additional cost to yourself. This goes towards 

supporting my small business and the time it takes me to test products and review them. Thank you 

So much! 
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